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AgileCraft's T-Rex Connectors integrate
your team data seamlessly with these
popular platforms:
• Atlassian Jira
• Microsoft Azure (TFS)
• CA Agile Central
• Collabnet VersionOne
• GitLab
• IBM Rational Team Concert
• And more...

Only AgileCraft’s T-Rex technology helps you make your integrated team data better.
At AgileCraft, our mission is to seamlessly connect teams and their work items up to programs and
portfolios. Based on the platform you are using, we offer varying options that go beyond simply mapping
fields and transferring data, and include logic to normalize anomalies and correct for human error. We
monitor performance to ensure a reliable, timely, accurate bi-directional synchronization.

OUR UNIQUE APPROACH TO INTEGRATION

SPECIALIZED DATA
HANDLING

EASY
CONFIGURATION

Consistency is important. We offer
features that detect anomalies and
sync options that allow the connector to handle inconsistent practices.
Our integration fills in the gaps
where data is missing.

We've worked with many
customers to create simple,
streamlined integrations with the
most popular team tools on the
market.
$

FLEXIBLE
We offer many options beyond
simple field mapping that allow you
to customize our connectors to
support your processes.

$

SINGLE VENDOR

COST EFFECTIVE

MARKET PROVEN

Our natively developed connectors
are built in-house and deliver
functionality that deeply integrates
with our solution. We approach each
tool integration individually and proactively monitor for any changes to
their API’s.

Each license package includes one
team tool connector installation,
completely free of charge for the
lifetime of your contract.
Additional team tool connectors
are competitively priced.

Our connectors are proven to work
at scale, and perform robustly in the
long term. We have many
enterprise customers that have
used our connectors with
thousands of users for years.

At AgileCraft, we strive to provide ongoing native support for the most popular team tools in the industry. When you integrate your team with AgileCraft,
your tools are our tools, and we will take good care of your data. We will ensure your synchronized team data is always reliable, accurate, up to date and
cleaned for errors. Systems and humans make mistakes, and we endeavor to detect and correct for these.

AgileCraft at a Glance
AgileCraft® delivers the most comprehensive software solution available for scaling Agile to the enterprise. AgileCraft transforms the way
organizations enable and manage Agile productivity across their enterprise, portfolios, programs, and teams by aligning business strategy
with technical execution. The AgileCraft platform combines sophisticated planning, analysis, forecasting, and visualization with robust,
multi-level collaboration and management. Learn more today at agilecraft.com/connector.

